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Abstract
An experimental bibliography ccurse

designed fcr prospective graduate students suggests three
major course content divisions. The unit topics include:
(1) evaluation of the usefulness of reference tools, (2)
discussion cf literary periodicals, structure cf modern
articles, and dccumentatien, and (3) an introduction to
descriptive-analytical bibliography. Reference is made to
resource materials fcr the ccurse. (RI)
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From: College English, Volume 26, Num-
ber 2, November 1964

AN UNDERGRADUATE COURSE IN BIBLIOGRAPHY

IN 1962 AND again in 1964 the Department
of English at Spring Hill College offered an
experimental course in bibliography (EN
199) designed for prospective graduate stu-

dents. The course was divicl:.c: into three
units: (1) an evaluation of the usefulness of
various reference tools; (2) a discussion of
literary periodicals, the structure of modern
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articles, and matters of documentation; (3)
a brief introduction to the com:-.1ex sul);ect
of descriptive-analytical bibliography. Since
a systematic treatment of the various phases
of bibliography has, I believe, an establishLd
placed in the grad to curricula of moat
universities, the general subject matter of
our course has no claims of being unique;
but, as far as I know, it is rare to offer
undergraduates a formal survey of the tools
and techniques of the professionan abbre-
viated but not watered-down survey. The
rationale behind the course is simple: unless
a graduate student takes a course in bibli-
ography during the first semester of his
graduate career, he may do some dangerous
stumbling while wandering through the in-
tricate mazes of modern scholarship; ade-
quate preparation for successful graduate.
studies requires more than an incidental in-
itiation into a variety of professional matters.

After twelve hours of lower - division
courses in composition and literature, our
majors complete a minimum of twenty-four
hours of upper-division English courses; in
order to prevent EN 199 from displacing a
needed course in literature, it was scheduled
as a one-hour course, though it required
approximately the same amount of work as
the normal three-hour course. The students
were warned in advance that EN 199 would
be demanding and that the assigned credit
hour would not reflect the amount of re-
quired labor. Once they realized that the
course would have practical relevance to
their future careers, they completed the
work cheerfully and diligently.

In teaching EN 199, I employed one of
the well-known texts containing enumera-
tions of important reference tools; but I
found it necessary to supplement this text
with a series of annotated lists of selected
books and periodicals, the annotations being
derived from prefaces, Constance Win-
chell's Guide to-Reftrence Books, my per-
sonal observations, etc. As might be ex-
pected, a series of problems was assigned
weekly, at first one-step problems and then
gradually more complicated projects. Obvi-
ously the problems are essential. Unless the
student actually searches through a refer-
ence book for a desired piece of informa-
tion, the existence of the book and its special
function may easily slip from his memory.
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Iso, to encourage erlciency, I adopted the
familiar practice of assigning probiLms
which had to be completed within a speci-
fied time lin.ir. As a final project, each
student was required to two orig-
inal enumerative bibliographies, one on a

WOrl: of literature and the other
on a selecrcu literary topic; some of the :inal
r :oJects were exi.r.sive and valuable,
La,;s worthy of publication. At the end of
c: hr NCCIS it was very encouro.-ing to Ind
the students able to speak intelligently about
and, more importantly, to use efficiently
CBEL, CBI, the STC, Leary's Articles on
American Literature, Abstracts of English
Studies, the various period bibliographies,
and dozens of other important or at least
useful tools.

During the second unit the students were
require,' to inspec- carefully a variety of
periodicals (oral re,..orts and discussion fol-
lowed), to study the MLA Style Sheet, and
to read the MLA. pamphlet On the Publi-
cation of Research. Realizing that many
young graduate students find themselves
teaching freshman composition with little or
no direct preparation, I particularly encour-
aged the students to begin reading College
English regularly in order to become fa-
miliar with some of the recent trends in
composition courses and to discover the
many helpful pieces of advice published by
experienced teachers. When the course is
next offered, I hope to make a subscription
to College English mandatory.

In the case of descriptive-analytical bibli-
ography, my goals were very limited: essen-
tial terms were defined and illustrations
were given where possible (watermarks,
chain-lines, signatures, etc.), sections in Mc-
Kerrow's Introduction to Bibliography were
assigned, and some work was done with
collational formula and the transcription of
title-pages. After requiring in 1962 a formal
des crip tion of a pre-eighteenth-century
book from each student, I simplified the
assignment in 1964 and merely required
each student to present a single collation
and a transcript of a title-page. Some stu-
dents found this phase of the course par-
ticularly interesting; others were, under-
standably I suppose, a little confused. This
is the only phase of the course which I still
consider experimental.
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Basic texts for anundergraduate or grad-
uate course in bibliography are now plenti-
ful. For a list of bibliographical handbooks
see, for instance, pp. 13-15 of Richard D.
Altick and Andrew Wri;,:, Selective Bib-
liography for the Study of English tu:d
American Literature: (a serviceable hand-
book itself; 2nd ed., Macmillan, 1963).
Several other possible texts have been pub-
lished recently: James Thorpe, Literary
Scholarship (Houghton Miff:in, 1964); Dca-

aid A. Sears, The Discipline of En,-,-lish
(Harcourt, Brace & World, 1963); Richard
D. Altick, The Art of Literary Research
(W. W. Norton, 1963). The MLA Style
Sheet, McKerrow's Introduction to Bibli-
o,v-aphy, and a variety of other books could
be used as required texts or assigned as
supplementary readings.

DANinr.., P. DENEAU
Spring Hill College
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